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Commutation System is an item in execution system and as an important 
composition in China’s penalty system, it plays a significant and vital role in the 
whole penalty system. The author has put forward suggestions on perfecting 
commutation system in China in this thesis, based on the further explorations of 
characteristics and theoretical bases of commutation system, the development and 
applicability as well as the existing problems of China’s commutation system . 
    This thesis is divided into five parts . 
First, summary of Commutation System. In this part the connotation of 
commutation including the conception, nature and characteristics has been clearly 
defined . 
Second, theoretical bases for Commutation System. In this chapter, the author 
discusses both the general and the specific theoretical basis of commutation system. 
The general basis theoretical actually is establishment of intention view on integrative 
penal theory ,and the specific one contains the penalty principle of individualization 
and economization as well as the policy of combing punishment with correction. 
Third, the general situation of Commutation System in China. In this part ,the 
author dissertates the applicability ,main features of commutation system currently in 
effect in China and the evolution of  China’s commutation system. 
Fourth, reflection of the existing problems in China’s Commutation System . The 
author expounds the problems coming up in China’s commutation system on 
commutation legislation and commutation practice, and also analyses the causes of 
those problems. 
Fifth, ideas about improving China’s Commutation System. In this part, 
according to the earnest analysis of the problems ,the author proposes constituting a 
uniform Penalty Execution Law, unifying the application standards and condition of 
commutation, reframing the commutation proceedings and setting up the 
Commutation Cancellation System, in order to make our country’s commutation 
system more perfect. 
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第一章  减刑制度概述 
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